1. The presenter was knowledgeable about the subject.
2. The presenter was well prepared.
3. The presenter was engaging and interesting.
4. The presenter encouraged participation/discussion.
5. I would rate the presenter highly, overall.
6. The session had a clearly defined purpose and goals.
7. The session provided useful/helpful ideas.
8. The session increased my understanding of the topics discussed.
9. The session format was appropriate to the topic.
10. I would rate the session highly, overall.

11. Additional thoughts, comments, suggestions for the presenter:
   - Address Camtasia copies, YouTube channels.
   - Fantastic, inspiring. I learned new things and got some clarified.
   - For people that don’t know. Very knowledgeable, very good. Nothing new for me.
   - Great work, informative, interesting, personable, clear, useful, engaging, excellent.
   - Making a dry topic very interesting. Helpful and informative presentation. Engaging presenter. Great job, Tom!
   - Thank you very much. Very useful.
   - The presenter cited a few actual examples during the presentation, but not all of those are on the slide. May also benefit from presenting some of this as case-study questions. Clickers will be great too for your M.C.